We present first results from a galaxy population study in the highest redshift galaxy clusters identified in the 2500 deg 2 South Pole Telescope Sunyaev Zel'dovich effect (SPT-SZ) survey, which is sensitive to M 500 3 × 10 14 M clusters from z ∼ 0.2 out to the highest redshifts where such massive structures exist. The cluster selection is to first order independent of galaxy properties, making the SPT-SZ sample particularly well suited for cluster galaxy population studies. We carry out a 4-band imaging campaign with the Hubble and Spitzer Space Telescopes of the five z 1.4, S/N S ZE >5 clusters, that are among the rarest most massive clusters known at this redshift. All five show clear overdensities of red galaxies whose colors agree with the initial cluster redshift estimates, although one (SPT-CLJ0607-4448) shows a galaxy concentration much less prominent than the others. The highest redshift cluster in this sample, SPT-CLJ0459-4947 at z ∼ 1.72, is the most distant M 500 > 10 14 M ICM-selected cluster discovered thus far, and is one of only three known clusters in this mass range at z 1.7, regardless of selection. Based on UV J-like photometric classification of quiescent and star-forming galaxies, we find that the passive fraction in the cluster central regions (r/r 500 < 0.7) is higher than in the field at the same redshift, with corresponding environmental quenching efficiencies typically in the range ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 for stellar masses log(M/M ) > 10.85. We have explored the impact of emission from star formation on the selection of this sample, concluding that all five clusters studied here would still have been detected with S/N S ZE >5, even if they had the same passive fraction as measured in the field. Our results thus point towards an efficient suppression of star formation in massive galaxies in the central regions of the most massive clusters, occurring already earlier than z ∼ 1.5.
Introduction
The long known environmental influences on galaxy population properties observed at low and intermediate redshifts have often motivated the study of galaxy evolution in galaxy clusters. Commonly observed features -such as the color-density and morphology-density relations -suggest a faster evolution of galaxies towards quiescent, bulge-dominated systems in denser environments (e.g., Dressler 1980; Tanaka et al. 2004; Postman et al. 2005; Cooper et al. 2006; Poggianti et al. 2008; Pannella et al. 2009; Peng et al. 2010; Muzzin et al. 2012; Mok et al. 2013; Woo et al. 2013; Kovač et al. 2014) . At the center of the most massive haloes, cluster cores turn out to be the most extreme regions of the Universe, where the evolution of galaxies and thus their resulting properties are most biased by a range of environmental effects (e.g., Moran et al. 2007 ).
Indeed, cluster cores in the nearby Universe host the most massive early-type galaxies, containing stars nearly as old as the Universe, and producing the tight "red sequence" in the colormagnitude diagram of cluster galaxies (Visvanathan & Sandage 1977; Bower et al. 1992; Kodama & Arimoto 1997) that is often considered to be a defining signature of high-density environments at low and intermediate redshifts. Most studies of the evolution of the red sequence and of the cluster galaxy luminosity function up to z ∼ 1 − 1.3 largely agree on a broad-brush picture where the high-mass end of the cluster galaxy population is largely in place even before redshift one, with the bulk of its stars formed in a massive star formation event in the cluster progenitor environments at z ∼ 2 or higher (e.g., De Propris et al. 1999 Propris et al. , 2007 Andreon 2006 Andreon , 2013 Strazzullo et al. 2006 Strazzullo et al. , 2010 Lin et al. 2006; Lidman et al. 2008; Mei et al. 2009; Mancone et al. 2010; Wylezalek et al. 2014; Foltz et al. 2015) , followed by efficient suppression of star formation in a major part of the massive galaxy population, creating a first red sequence (e.g., Kodama et al. 2007; Zirm et al. 2008; Strazzullo et al. 2016) . Direct observations of the star formation suppression in highredshift clusters add important constraints to this broad-brush picture (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2014; Balogh et al. 2016; Noble et al. 2016; Rudnick et al. 2017 ) concerning time scales, relevance, and actual nature of environmental effects (e.g., Wetzel et al. 2012 Wetzel et al. , 2013 Hirschmann et al. 2014; Bahé et al. 2017, and references therein) . In this respect, observations of the onset of star formation suppression in very distant clusters clearly provide a strong leverage on environmental effects most relevant at early times.
Over the last decade, cluster surveys have pushed the highredshift cluster frontier well beyond z ∼ 1 and into the z ∼ 2 regime, bridging the cluster and proto-cluster realms (e.g., Andreon et al. 2009; Henry et al. 2010; Gobat et al. 2011; Spitler et al. 2012; Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Yuan et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016; Mantz et al. 2017) . Cluster galaxy studies have thus started approaching the expected main epoch of star formation, and indeed have revealed significant star formation, nuclear and merging activity in clusters at z 1.4, with star-forming galaxy fractions sometimes approaching or even exceeding the field levels, suggesting a rapidly decreasing impact of environmental quenching at this cosmic time (e.g., Hilton et al. 2010; Tran et al. 2010 Tran et al. , 2015 Hayashi et al. 2010 Hayashi et al. , 2011 Santos et al. 2011; Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2013; Bayliss et al. 2014; Santos et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016; Alberts et al. 2016; Wagner et al. 2017; Nantais et al. 2017) .
On the other hand, passively evolving galaxies with typically early-type morphology are often found in z 1.4 clusters and even up to z ∼ 2 (e.g., Kurk et al. 2009; Papovich et al. 2010; Strazzullo et al. 2010 Strazzullo et al. , 2013 Tanaka et al. 2012 Tanaka et al. , 2013 Snyder et al. 2012; Spitler et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2016) , although their predominance, even at high stellar masses, is not necessarily as high as at lower redshifts. The highest redshift clusters in particular, close to z ∼ 2, often host a mixed massive galaxy population including both very active and quenching or quiescent systems (e.g., Kurk et al. 2009; Tanaka et al. 2013; Strazzullo et al. 2016; Hatch et al. 2017) , although in some cases passive galaxies already heavily dominate the massive population, forming a tight, well defined red sequence even at very early times (e.g., Andreon & Huertas-Company 2011; Andreon et al. 2014; Newman et al. 2014) . Even considering only the most massive among the very distant clusters, which may be expected to also host the most evolved galaxy populations, a complex picture has emerged, where star formation is already efficiently suppressed in the central regions of some clusters (Strazzullo et al. 2010; Newman et al. 2014 ), while it is still ongoing at significant rates in others , see more detailed discussion in Sec. 7).
The variety of results described above occur at a redshift where cluster-to-cluster variations likely start to become significant, cluster samples are usually of very small size and are selected with a variety of different methods, and the study of cluster galaxies is complicated by observational difficulties and selection effects. Depending on galaxy sample selection and observations, one may highlight different characteristics of galaxy populations (e.g., Tran et al. 2010 Tran et al. , 2015 Smail et al. 2014) . Furthermore, galaxy population properties might possibly exhibit a dependence on cluster mass or assembly history. Therefore, galaxy-vs. ICM-selected cluster samples might, for instance, suggest seemingly inconsistent results, which are in fact due to specific aspects of galaxy evolution in dense environments, to first order related to the different cluster masses typical of the differently selected samples (e.g., Culverhouse et al. 2010) . Therefore, poor statistics and concerns about possible biases associated with cluster selection still challenge our understanding of cluster galaxy populations at these redshifts.
Historically, X-ray cluster searches have provided the optimal selection of cluster samples with a well-understood cluster selection function, no direct bias with respect to the properties of cluster galaxies, and the availability of cluster mass estimates. Such mass estimates also crucially provide cluster scale radii for proper comparison of properties with a radial dependence, such as galaxy population properties. However, z ∼ 1.5 is close to the limit where current X-ray satellites are able to detect clusters. Only a few of the known z 1.4 clusters are X-ray selected (Mullis et al. 2005; Stanford et al. 2006; Henry et al. 2010; Fassbender et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2011; Mantz et al. 2017) ; most of the very distant clusters have been identified instead through their galaxies. However, cluster selection based on galaxies is by definition biased with respect to galaxy population studies, to a greater (e.g., Andreon et al. 2009; Spitler et al. 2012) or lesser extent (e.g., Eisenhardt et al. 2004 Eisenhardt et al. , 2008 Papovich 2008; Papovich et al. 2010; Gobat et al. 2011; Stanford et al. 2012; Zeimann et al. 2012; Muzzin et al. 2013c ) depending on the actual selection criteria adopted. This is especially true at a redshift where galaxy population properties may more significantly depend on the dynamical state and/or mass of the host halo.
In this work, we carry out an investigation of early environmental effects on galaxy populations in a sample of the most massive clusters at z ∼ 1.5, selected through the Sunyaev Zel'dovich effect (SZE; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972) in the South Pole Telescope (SPT; Carlstrom et al. 2011 ) mm-wave survey over 2500 deg 2 (SPT-SZ; Bleem et al. 2015) . The cluster SZE signature or signal-to-noise (S/N) is related to the total thermal energy in the intracluster medium, resulting in a relatively low scatter (∼20%) in cluster mass at fixed SZE signature and redshift (Andersson et al. 2011; Bocquet et al. 2015) . Moreover, the mapping from SZE signature to mass has only a weak redshift dependence (e.g., de Haan et al. 2016) . Therefore, the SPT-SZ cluster sample can be considered to a first approximation to be a mass-selected sample, whose selection is independent of both the redshift and the properties of the cluster galaxy population.
For this analysis, we start with the optically confirmed cluster sample from the SPT-SZ survey associated with SZE detections having S/N>4.5. These clusters have measured photometric redshifts accurate to δz/(1 + z) 0.02 − 0.04 up to z ∼ 1.5 (Bleem et al. 2015) . The purity of the original SZE-only candidate catalog, as estimated through simulations and confirmed by optical/NIR follow-up observations, is 95% for the S/N>5 sample, and 75% for the S/N>4.5 sample (Song et al. 2012) . Optical/NIR follow-up and confirmation effectively removes the noise fluctuations responsible for the contamination in the candidate cluster catalog. About 40 optically confirmed SPT-SZ clusters lie at z > 1, and a tail of five S/N>5 systems are at z > 1.4. We focus here on this highest redshift tail, a representative sample of the most massive, collapsed structures at z 1.4 selected over 2500 deg 2 . The (negative) SZE signatures of our cluster sample are contaminated at some level by mm-wave emission from galaxies and AGN. Because we empirically calibrate this observed signature directly to halo mass, the effects of this contamination are already reflected in the resulting mass-observable relation, which is characterized by an amplitude, power law trends in mass and redshift, and the amplitude of the intrinsic scatter in observable at fixed mass and redshift. This empirically calibrated massobservable relation indicates that the cluster mass threshold of the SPT-SZ sample is M 500 ∼ 3 × 10 14 M from z ∼ 0.2 out to the highest redshifts where such massive structures exist (Bleem et al. 2015; Bocquet et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016) . We estimate the completeness of the z 1.4, S/N>5 cluster sample studied here to be 70% above the mass of our least massive cluster (M 500 = 2.74 × 10 14 M ). The completeness above the mass corresponding to S/N=5 at z = 1.4 (M 500 = 2.65 × 10 14 M ) is 63%.
Individual clusters with higher contamination from galaxy and/or AGN emission and that lie close to the selection threshold could drop out of the sample. However, high frequency cluster radio AGN are rare (Lin & Mohr 2007) . Although studies of the cluster radio AGN population out to redshifts z ∼ 1 are ongoing, Gupta et al. (2017a) have already characterized the high frequency cluster radio AGN population in an X-ray selected local cluster sample. Assuming a relatively strong redshift evolution scenario, they estimate that no more than ∼10% of SZE selected clusters at z ∼ 1.5 would fall out of a pristine S/N>4.5 sample due to cluster radio AGN contamination. Similarly, strong emission from star formation could impact the SZE detection, making it more difficult to select clusters characterized by higher star formation rates. We explore this effect in Section 6.4, and we conclude that the cluster sample studied here would not be significantly impacted even if the star-forming galaxy fraction and star formation rates of cluster galaxies were the same as in the field at the cluster redshift (i.e., even if the environmental quenching efficiency were negligible).
We present the main properties of this cluster sample in Section 2 (see Table 1 ). These five M 500 ∼ 3 × 10 14 M (M 200 ∼ 5 × 10 14 M ) SPT-SZ clusters that we study here are among the few known examples of the rarest, first massive clusters to have formed (Mullis et al. 2005; Rosati et al. 2009; Andreon et al. 2009; Stanford et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2012; Bayliss et al. 2014; Tozzi et al. 2015) . They are thus the likely progenitors of the most massive clusters in the nearby Universe.
In this paper we focus on cluster redshift constraints, the red galaxy population, and quiescent galaxy fractions in the central cluster regions within r 500 1 , as determined from new observations from a dedicated, homogeneous imaging follow-up of the full sample with the Hubble (HST) and Spitzer Space Telescopes. This follow-up program was designed to meaningfully constrain main galaxy population properties with a minimum observational effort, acquiring imaging in only four passbands chosen to enable the selection of a candidate member sample, to allow a broad statistical separation of quiescent and star-forming sources, to provide measurements of galaxy stellar masses and structural properties, and to constrain the cluster redshift. Forthcoming papers based on the cluster sample and data set used here will present the investigation of structural vs. stellar population properties of cluster vs. field galaxies and structural evolution, mergers in massive cluster vs. field environments at z ∼ 1.5, galaxy stellar mass functions (on 3.6µm-selected samples), galaxy number density profiles, cluster stellar mass fractions and the halo occupation distribution.
We adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmological model with Ω M =0.3, and H 0 =70 km s Salpeter (1955) IMF is assumed throughout. Magnitudes are quoted in the AB system.
Data, photometry, and measurements
The cluster sample used in this work is selected from the Bleem et al. (2015) SPT-SZ cluster catalog, taking all clusters with a redshift z > 1.4 and an SZE significance S/N>5. Table 1 summarizes the main properties of the clusters. Cluster names are shortened to SPT-CLJxxxx hereafter.
Because of the photometric redshift uncertainties, our z > 1.4 selected cluster sample had some associated ambiguities. Indeed, out of the 7 S/N>5 clusters in the Bleem et al. (2015) catalog at 1.2 ≤ z ≤ 1.4 2 , five are now spectroscopically confirmed, and one turns out to be at z ≥ 1.4 (Stalder et al. 2013; Khullar et al. 2018 ). The two remaining clusters have photometric redshifts of 1.23 and 1.30. Therefore, the sample studied in this work contains five of the six S/N>5 SPT-SZ clusters deemed to be at z ≥ 1.4, and the possibility that we are missing any significant number of other z > 1.4 clusters is small, given the results of the recent spectroscopic follow-up (Khullar et al. 2018) . We thus consider the sample studied here to be representative of the z ≥ 1.4 massive cluster population as selected from the SPT-SZ S/N>5 catalog.
In Table 1 we present masses M 500 and associated radii r 500 for each cluster that are derived from the cluster SPT-SZ observable and redshift using the latest empirical calibration of the SPT-SZ mass-observable relation. For this purpose, we adopt the best fit scaling relation parameters from de Haan et al. (2016, see their Table 3 ). Specifically, we consider the SPT CL +H 0 +BBN data set, a combination of the SPT-SZ S/N>5 cluster sample, X-ray Y X based mass estimates for 82 of those clusters calibrated externally through weak lensing (Vikhlinin et al. 2009; Hoekstra et al. 2015) , and external priors on H 0 (Riess et al. 2011) and Ω b h 2 (Cooke et al. 2014) . Our mass estimates include corrections for the Eddington bias, and the mass uncertainties that we present correspond to the quadrature additional of two components. The first "systematic" component, corresponding to a ∼ 15% uncertainty, reflects the current uncer-1 Overdensity radii r 500 and r 200 are the clustercentric radii within which the mean density is 500 and 200 times, respectively, the critical density of the Universe at the cluster redshift. The cluster masses M 500 and M 200 reported in the following refer to the mass within these radii.
2 The z = 1.2 limit is 2-4σ below our z > 1.4 threshold given the estimated photometric redshift uncertainties. The cluster sample studied in this work. Columns 1, 2, 3, 4 list the cluster name, coordinates, S/N of the SZE detection, and photometric redshift (except for the spectroscopic redshift of SPT-CLJ2040, Bayliss et al. 2014) used for the selection of this cluster sample, all from Bleem et al. (2015) . Column 5 lists the cluster mass estimated as described in Sec. 2. Columns 6 and 7 list the cluster photometric redshifts as derived in Sec. 5, and the adopted values in the analysis presented here. Values marked with a † are spectroscopic redshifts for SPT-CLJ2040 and SPT-CLJ0607 (Bayliss et al. 2014; Khullar et al. 2018, respectively) , and the best constraint currently available for SPT-CLJ0459 (z = 1.72 ± 0.02, Mantz et al. in prep, see Sec. 5 tainty on the mass-observable scaling relation parameters, which are due to cosmological parameter uncertainties and the limitations of the current direct mass calibration dataset. The second "statistical" component, corresponding to ∼20% for a S/N=5 cluster, is the combination of the measurement uncertainty of the SZE S/N and the intrinsic scatter of the underlying SZE signature at fixed mass and redshift. For a more complete discussion of the mass calibration of the SPT-SZ sample and of its impact on individual cluster mass estimates, we refer the reader to recent studies of the baryonic components and X-ray properties of SPT-SZ clusters Bulbul et al. 2018) . As alluded to previously, the cluster masses M 500 ranging from 2.7 to 3.4×10 14 M (with corresponding M 200 ranging from 4.5 to 5.6×10 14 M ) make these clusters among the most massive systems identified to date at z ∼ 1.5.
All clusters in this sample have been homogeneously observed in a dedicated follow-up program with HST and Spitzer. We describe here below these data, their reduction and the derived photometric measurements, as well as data from part of the GOODS-S survey used as a control field.
HST observations, data reduction and photometry
HST observations with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) in the F814W band (∼4800 s for each cluster), and with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) in the F140W band (∼2400 s per cluster) were acquired in Cycle 23 (GO 14252, PI: Strazzullo) . The exception is the F140W band imaging of cluster SPT-CLJ2040, for which we used observations (∼ 9200 s) taken as part of program GO-14327 (hereafter See Change, PI: Perlmutter). We used the DrizzlePac release 2.1.0 to produce science ready images with standard procedures from the pre-processed flatfielded single exposure frames retrieved from the STScI archive. More specifically we used AstroDrizzle (v. 2.1.11) to subtract the background, perform cosmic-ray removal and drizzle all frames to a common astrometric solution, with a square kernel and a PIXFRAC=0.8, before combining them in a final stacked image with a pixel scale of 0.06". The tasks Tweakreg and Tweakback were used to register images in the different bands to the same sky coordinates and remove some residual astrometric offsets.
Source extraction and photometry are carried out with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in double image mode with detection performed on the F140W image. Point like sources identified from SExtractor's MAG AUTO vs FLUX RADIUS sequence are removed down to a F140W band magnitude m140=22 AB mag. Galactic extinction correction for each field is applied according to Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) . SExtractor MAG AUTO is used as an estimate of total magnitude, and m814-m140 colors are measured from 1" (diameter) aperture magnitudes in the F814W and F140W bands, applying an aperture correction for the different PSF between the two bands determined using growth curves of bright unsaturated point like sources in the image. Realistic depths and errors on the aperture magnitudes are estimated by measuring the flux rms in 1" apertures placed at random locations in the image. We also empirically estimate the completeness of the F140W band data by comparing number counts and unmatched sources between the full-depth (∼ 9200 s) F140W band image of the cluster SPT-CLJ2040 from the See Change program, and a reduced-depth image obtained by coadding exposures to the same exposure time of the other clusters observed in our PID 14252 program. Based on this estimate, F140W band catalogs are > 95% complete in the magnitude range used in this work (m140<24 AB mag for all clusters).
Spitzer observations, data reduction and photometry
Spitzer observations with the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004) were carried out in Cycle 12 (PID 12030). Each cluster was observed for 5500 s in both the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, except SPT-CLJ2040, which lies in a region of higher background. SPT-CLJ2040 was therefore observed with a total integration time of 7500 s in each IRAC band. All integrations consisted of overlapping full-array exposures with 100 s frame times, dithered using a cycling pattern with a medium throw. The resulting coverage pattern generated by the 5. 12-wide IRAC field of view combined with the dithering was sufficient to completely cover all the observed clusters.
The IRAC exposures were reduced using standard procedures following steps adopted for other similar science targets (Bleem et al. 2015; Paterno-Mahler et al. 2017) , adjusting for the relatively high sensitivity of the PID 12030 observations. The reduction was based on the IRAC corrected basic calibrated data (cBCD). Median stacks for all cBCD frames in each IRAC band and field were made after masking bright sources. These median stacks were subtracted from the individual cBCD frames to eliminate residual images from prior observations of bright sources, and to compensate for gradients in the backgrounds of each field. A custom column-pulldown corrector was applied to fix the ubiquitous low-lying array columns that result from observing sources close to saturation. The resulting modified cBCD frames were then combined into spatially registered mosaics using the wrapper IRACproc (Schuster et al. 2006) . With the high redundancy of these IRAC observations (typically 55 overlapping exposures per pixel), cosmic rays were automatically rejected by outlier rejection during mosaicking. The final mosaics were generated with 0. 48 pixels and a tangent-plane projection set to match that of the HST/ACS F140W mosaics, in order to facilitate subsequent use of the latter as priors for source extraction and to optimise coordinated photometric measurements.
For the purpose of the work presented here, photometry was carried out on the IRAC mosaics with T PHOT (see Merlin et al. 2015 Merlin et al. , 2016b , for a detailed description). We used priors from the ACS F140W band down to m140=25.5 AB mag, and IRAC point spread functions generated separately for each field by stacking a few tens of bright unsaturated stars. Given the relatively small fields studied here, we adopted a "single image mode" fitting (fitting the entire input catalog at once), providing the most robust results especially in terms of uncertainty estimates and covariance between close neighbors. We also tested a second pass "dance" run allowing refinements of the input source centroid positions by approximately one third of the IRAC point spread function, but the retrieved fluxes, uncertainties and estimated covariances were essentially unaffected with respect to the main run. The estimated effective sensitivity was very similar for all clusters, with an estimated S/N∼3 for point-like sources at ∼25.2 AB mag in both the 3.6 and 4.5 µm mosaics. In the following we consider that with this approach and observations we are not able to measure reliable photometry for sources fainter than 25.2 AB mag, as well as for those with a T PHOT covariance index > 0.85 (potentially contaminated by nearby sources to a significant level, see Merlin et al. 2016a ). This has a marginal effect on the subsequent analysis, as discussed in Secs. 3, 6.2, 7. At z ∼ 1.5, a 3.6µm magnitude of [3.6]∼25.2 AB corresponds to stellar masses well below ∼ 10 10 M ; given the mass completeness limits set by the F140W-band selection as discussed in Secs. 2.3, 6, our sources of interest are expected to be generally detected at high S/N in the IRAC mosaics.
Stellar mass estimates
This work is largely based on deep photometry in just four bands, thus photometric coverage is not ideally suited for a fullfledged SED fitting approach. We thus estimate stellar masses by converting 3.6µm flux to stellar mass with a mass-to-light ratio (M/L) based on the m814-m140 color. We calibrate the M/L vs color relation on galaxies in the CANDELS GOODS-S field (Grogin et al. 2011 ) at a redshift within ±0.15 from each cluster redshift, and in the same magnitude range of our sample. We use multi-wavelength photometry from Guo et al. (2013) and photo-z's and stellar masses from SED fitting from Pannella et al. (2015) ; Schreiber et al. (2015) . Lacking sufficiently deep F140W-band imaging, we measure synthetic m140 magnitudes by convolving best-fit SEDs from Schreiber et al. (2015) with the F140W response function (see Strazzullo et al. 2016) . Based on the scatter around the median M/L vs color relation for GOODS-S galaxies (in the same magnitude and redshift range as the cluster galaxy samples used here), we estimate a typical error on stellar mass estimates of ∼ 20 − 30%. In a minority of cases (see details in Sec. 3 below) we are not able to measure reliable 3.6µm fluxes (as noted in Sec. 2 above), thus we estimate stellar masses from the F140W band flux with a M/L calibrated on the m814-m140 color (typical stellar mass uncertainty of ∼ 30−40% estimated as described above).
The same GOODS-S field catalogs described above (photometry, photometric redshifts, SED fitting results including stellar masses and restframe photometry) are also used in the following for the purpose of statistical background subtraction, and for comparison with galaxy population properties in the field at the cluster redshifts. As mentioned above, the GOODS-S observations at the core of these measurements are not the same as those in the cluster fields, however both the cluster and field samples are used in a regime where the adopted catalogs are complete, and the estimated differences in the photometric and stellar population parameter measurements are not relevant for the way they are used in this work.
For the purpose of the analysis described in the following, the stellar mass completeness limit adopted for each cluster is defined as the stellar mass of a solar-metallicity, unattenuated Bruzual & Charlot (2003) SSP with a formation redshift z f ∼ 8, having at the cluster redshift a F140W-band magnitude equal to the limiting m140 adopted for the given cluster, as detailed in Section 4.
Candidate cluster member selection
In this Section we describe the definition of the candidate cluster member samples at the core of all the following analyses. In Sec. 3.1 we describe the starting parent galaxy samples in the cluster fields, define the cluster center by identification of the brightest central galaxy, and define the cluster region probed in this work.
In Sec. 3.2 we describe our first selection of candidate member samples. Given the very limited spectroscopic follow-up available for these clusters, we cannot rely on spectroscopic redshifts for membership determination of a representative sample of cluster galaxies. Furthermore, this work is based on deep photometric coverage in only a small number of bands, resulting in limited photometric redshift (photo-z) accuracy. We thus adopt a color selection to identify candidate cluster members, plus a subsequent statistical background subtraction to account for the residual fore-/background contamination, as discussed in Sec. 4.
Note that Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are inevitably intertwined as, in order to identify the brightest central galaxy in Sec. 3.1, we make use of the candidate member sample as will be defined in Sec. 3.2.
Galaxy samples, probed cluster region and cluster center definition
In the analysis presented here, we focus on the bright F140-selected galaxy sample down to m140∼23.5 AB mag, andmore specifically for each cluster -on the magnitude range where we can measure F814W-band aperture magnitudes for red sequence galaxies (Sec. 4) with a S/N>5. The details of our imaging data (in particular the ∼ 2 × 2 arcmin 2 WFC3 field of view) limit this analysis to a homogeneously covered region reaching out to r r 500 ∼ 1 ∼ 500 kpc (proper, for this sample). Given the cluster position in the images (as well as the occurrence of masked areas for some of the clusters), this r r 500 region is not fully and homogeneously covered by our data (see Figs. 1 ). In the assumption of spherical symmetry of galaxy distribution and population properties, we correct for this by introducing a coverage weight factor for each candidate member (as identified in Sec. 3.2) given by the fraction of covered area in Fig. 1 : Projected density maps (see color bar) of candidate cluster members for the five clusters. Gray empty symbols show the position of individual candidate members, where symbol size scales with the galaxy statistical background subtraction weight (Sec. 4), and symbol shape reflects galaxy morphology. The cross marks the coordinates of the SPT-SZ detection. The position of the adopted brightest central galaxy, defining the cluster center in the subsequent analysis, is indicated by a star. The circle is centered at the median coordinates of the 5% highest-density points in the map, and has a radius of 250 kpc at the cluster redshift (for comparison r 500 ∼ 70 ∼ 600 kpc for these clusters). Masked areas are blanked out and white gridding marks areas affected by edge effects. a thin (5") annulus at its clustercentric distance. We limit this analysis at r < 0.7r 500 so that the maximum coverage weight factor for galaxies in the candidate member sample is ≤ 2 for all clusters, and the fraction of uncovered area is typically small ( 10% at the outskirts of the r < 0.7r 500 area, with the exception of SPT-CLJ2040 for which it is ∼20%). For each cluster, we thus start from a sample of galaxies within a clustercentric distance r < 0.7r 500 (or r < 0.45r 500 or 0.45 < r/r 500 < 0.7 as discussed below), and down to m140=23.5 AB mag.
We adopt as the cluster center the position of the brightest red galaxy (hereafter referred to as the brightest central galaxy, BCG; based on the observed color-magnitude diagram shown in Fig. 4 ) within 100 kpc (proper, at the cluster redshift) of the projected number density peak of all candidate member galaxies as defined in Sec. 3.2. This is also the brightest red (and most massive) galaxy lying at the center of the red galaxy concentration associated with the cluster. The adopted BCG is generally the brightest red galaxy in the whole cluster core (at least out to r ∼ 250 kpc), and the most massive galaxy of the whole cluster candidate member sample (Sec. 3.2), with the exception of SPT-CLJ0459 for which the brightest red galaxy is ∼ 120 kpc away from the galaxy overdensity peak, and six massive sources formally more massive (by a factor ranging from 5% to 70%) than the adopted BCG are spread along the overdensity described by the full candidate member population. Figure 1 shows for all clusters the 5 th nearest neighbour density map of candidate cluster members defined as in Sec. 3.2 below, down to the m140 limit indicated in each panel, comparing the position of the adopted central galaxy (marked by a star) to the candidate member galaxy overdensity, and to the original cluster coordinates from the SZE detection position (marked by a cross; the cross size shows the SPT beam FWHM divided by the S/N of the cluster SZE detection, as an indication of the positional uncertainty). The distance between the adopted BCG and the center of the overdensity of the full candidate member sample ranges from ∼10 kpc (∼ 1% of the virial radius r 200 ; SPT-CLJ0421, SPT-CLJ0459, SPT-CLJ0446) to ∼60 kpc (∼ 6% of the virial radius; SPT-CLJ0607, SPT-CLJ2040). In this respect, we note that for SPT-CLJ2040 the center of the candidate member overdensity may be biased by the masked area close to the cluster center (see Fig. 1 ). For SPT-CLJ0607 instead, Khullar et al. (2018) suggest the possible presence of a background structure close to the line of sight at slightly higher redshift (z ∼ 1.48), which would thus also affect the density distribution of candidate cluster members. In this respect, we note that the X-ray based (Fe-K emission line) redshift estimate for SPT-CLJ0607, z ∼ 1.37 ± 0.02 (Bulbul et al., in prep.) , is consistent with the z = 1.40 redshift from Khullar et al. (2018) , suggesting that the z ∼ 1.48 background structure is likely sub-dominant with respect to the more massive z = 1.40 cluster. Groups of red and blue tracks show, respectively, the colors as a function of redshift in the range 1 < z < 2 of quiescent and actively star-forming stellar populations, used to correct to the final IRAC color selection range (dark-gray lines, see Sec. 3.2). Orange and blue squares mark the galaxies in the cluster field classified as candidate members or interlopers, respectively, with the full IRAC+HST color selection criteria described in Sec. 3.2.
The distance between the adopted BCG and the centroid of the SZE detection ranges instead from ∼80-110 kpc (∼ 10% of r 200 ; SPT-CLJ0421, SPT-CLJ0607, SPT-CLJ0446) to ∼200 kpc (∼ 20% of r 200 ; SPT-CLJ0459, SPT-CLJ2040). Given the S/N of the SZE detection for these clusters (Table 1) , and the SPT beam FWHM (∼ 1.1 at 150 GHz) , the formal positional uncertainty (1σ) of the SZE centroid would correspond to ∼ 35 − 40 kpc. This suggests that the distribution of positional offsets between the adopted BCG and the SZE center cannot be attributed to positional uncertainties alone. With a larger sample of SPT-SZ clusters spanning the range 0.1 z 1.3 (median redshift ∼ 0.6), Song et al. (2012) indeed concluded that 68% (95%) of these clusters show a BCG vs. SZE centroid offset of < 0.17r 200 (< 0.43r 200 , respectively), suggesting an intrinsic positional offset of BCGs from the ICM based cluster centroid similar to what has been estimated using X-ray selected samples of lowredshift clusters by e.g., Lin et al. (2004) . We note that it has been suggested that higher redshift clusters show significantly larger BCG offsets from the X-ray centroid (up to ∼ 300 kpc), with a median offset of ∼ 50 kpc ).
Figure 1 also shows the very prominent concentrations of massive galaxies associated with the clusters, with the exception of SPT-CLJ0607 that seems to exhibit a milder or less concentrated galaxy overdensity at least in the magnitude range probed here (see also Fig. 4) . We remind that, as discussed above, the projected galaxy density distribution in the field of SPT-CLJ0607 could be affected by the presence of other structures close to the line of sight. Interestingly, the BCG adopted for SPT-CLJ0607 is instead the largest, most massive central galaxy across the cluster sample (see e.g., Figs. 4, 6 ). Individual cluster candidate members are also shown in Fig. 1 with gray symbols, where symbol size scales with the galaxy statistical background subtraction weight (see Sec. 4, note that clustercentric distance is not considered in the weight determination), and symbol shape reflects galaxy morphology as indicated (Strazzullo et al., in prep.) .
Adopting the BCG position defined as described above as the cluster center, implicitly focuses the analysis presented in this work on the cluster region with the highest galaxy density. Nonetheless, this choice of the cluster center has a limited relevance with respect to our results, given the density maps shown in Fig. 1 and the relatively small BCG vs. SZE centroid distances of 100 kpc for SPT-CLJ0421, SPT-CLJ0607, SPT-CLJ0446. Concerning the two clusters with more significant offsets of ∼ 200 kpc (SPT-CLJ0459, SPT-CLJ2040), in both cases X-ray imaging is available and the centroid of the X-ray emission (Bulbul et al. in prep., Mantz et al. in prep.) is closer to the adopted BCG than to the SZE centroid, with BCG vs. X-ray centroid offsets of ∼30 and 90 kpc for the two clusters, respectively. A more detailed investigation of the X-ray vs. SZE vs. galaxy overdensity center offsets is beyond the scope of this work. As we only have X-ray data on three clusters (SPT-CLJ0607, SPT-CLJ0459, SPT-CLJ2040) we conclude in the interests of homogeneity that adopting the BCG position as the cluster center is the most reasonable choice for this work.
Color-selected candidate member samples
The initial color-selected candidate cluster member sample is defined as follows. Because all clusters in this sample show a clear, high contrast, red population in the m814-m140 color (∼U-V restframe), we can easily identify a sample of red candidate cluster members with low contamination from interlopers (see Sec. 4, Fig. 4 below) . Based on this high-purity red sample, we define a selection in IRAC [3.6]−[4.5] color that encompasses the red population. The [3.6]−[4.5] color (hereafter also "IRAC color") at this redshift has a relatively weak dependence on stellar population properties (see Fig. 2 and Sec. 5 below) as compared to optical colors spanning the 4000Å break, producing a "stellar bump sequence" of cluster galaxies (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2013c) . We can thus use the IRAC color selection tuned on the red cluster members to identify a sample of candidate members including all galaxy types. In fact, to ensure the high completeness of such a sample, we adapt the selection based on the red sample alone by considering a plausible IRAC color range for galaxies at the same redshift but with different stellar population properties, as detailed below. Figure 2 shows an example of this selection, illustrating the main points of this approach for the two clusters at the lowest and highest redshift in our sample.
• Initial m140-selected sample: Colored squares in Fig.2 show all galaxies in the inital m140-selected sample with a measured IRAC color (see Sec. 2.2). For the galaxy samples we are The projected number density of candidate cluster members (shades of red) and interlopers (blue) in the five clusters as measured in three cluster regions (defined by horizontal bars at top of each panel; square and circle symbols are shown at the middle radius of the relevant region). Empty squares show densities for color-selected samples (see Sec. 3.2), and filled circles show how member number density decreases -and interloper density increases -after applying the statistical subtraction of residual background contamination described in Sec. 4. The blue line shows the average density of control field galaxies in the same magnitude range adopted for the cluster, with the light-blue shaded area showing the density variation (16 th − 84 th percentiles) in apertures corresponding to the three probed regions. Symbols referring to the same cluster region are slightly offset along the x-axis for clarity. The relative flatness of the interloper density profiles constrains the cluster member sample incompleteness due to member misclassification (see Sec. 3.2).
interested in, that is F140W-band selected samples at a clustercentric distance within 0.45 to 0.7 r 500 and down to m140=23.2 to 23.5 AB mag (depending on the cluster, see Sec. 4), we have at least one retained measured IRAC flux (3.6 or 4.5µm) for on average 90% (ranging from 84% to 95% for the different clusters) of the initial sample, with both IRAC fluxes missing for typically 5% (or 8% in the worse case) of the initial samples. To favour completeness (and at the expense of purity) all galaxies for which we do not have a IRAC color measurement are initially retained in the candidate member sample.
• Selection of a high-purity red-sequence candidate member sample: In both panels of Fig. 2 , we observe a very clear concentration of sources at the red-sequence (RS) color (see for comparison Fig. 4 below) and with very similar IRAC colorsas expected, given the low background contamination at the RS color and the uniformity of IRAC colors for galaxies at the same redshift, and in this case also of very similar stellar population properties. We also note the clear concentration of galaxies with m814-m140 colors corresponding to the peak of the blue cloud (see Fig. 4 , color distributions in panels b) and with [3.6]−[4.5] colors very similar to those of the RS sample. The vertical light gray lines show the selection of the RS sample (to be compared with the RS shown in Fig. 4 ) used for the purpose of defining the IRAC color selection criteria discussed here below. Note that this specific RS sample is not meant to be a complete sample of RS galaxies, but rather to be a sample of cluster members with the lowest possible contamination by interlopers. We thus select galaxies in the m814-m140 color range where the contrast of the cluster vs. background galaxy population is highest.
• First definition of IRAC color selection for candidate cluster members: For each cluster, we thus first define an IRAC color selection as the ±3σ range of [3.6]−[4.5] color of this RS sample. The resulting IRAC color selection of candidate cluster members is shown by the horizontal light gray lines in Fig. 2 .
• Refined definition of IRAC color selection for candidate cluster members, accounting for galaxy populations bluer than the red sequence: To extend this selection to the full sample of cluster galaxies, we account for the possible color difference between galaxies hosting different stellar populations. Using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models, we thus increase the IRAC color selection range by the estimated difference between the color of passive galaxies (nominally an SSP with a formation redshift z f = 3, but the difference between plausible passive galaxy colors is very small, see Fig. 2 ) and the color of a stellar population at the same redshift forming stars at a constant rate for 100 Myrs (different ages in a reasonable range do not increase further the color range of our selection), with solar metallicity and a dust attenuation ranging from A v = 0 to 3 (see Fig. 2 ). This procedure yields the final adopted color selection, shown by dark gray lines in Fig. 2 . The red and blue sets of tracks in Fig. 2 show the color evolution of the adopted passive (SSPs with z f = 2, 3, 5) and star-forming (with A v = 0, 1, 3) models, respectively, in the redshift range 1 < z < 2, with solid points indicating z=1.3, 1.6, 1.9, except for the z f = 2 SSP, which in order to be representative of a passive population is only shown up to z=1.7.
All sources (except those with unmeasured or unreliable IRAC fluxes, as discussed above) outside of the adopted color selection are discarded as interlopers.
Given the redshift dependence of the [3.6]−[4.5] color, we expect that across the redshift range of interest here (z ∼ 1.4 − 1.8), the IRAC color-selected candidate member samples defined as above are affected by some (variable level of) contamination from interlopers at redshifts similar to the cluster, as well as contamination from low-redshift sources (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2013c; Papovich 2008) . To remove sources which are most likely low-redshift interlopers, we further clean the [3.6]−[4.5] color-selected candidate member sample by requiring that m140-[3.6]≥0, m814-[3.6]≥0.4, m140-m4.5≥-0.5, m814-m4.5≥0, and m814-m140>0, as calibrated on galaxies in the GOODS-S field sample described in Section 2.3.
Although the color selection applied to this point removes obvious interlopers, the large IRAC color range used in the selection to ensure a high completeness of the sample, and the intrinsically small variation in IRAC color spanned by different populations in a relatively broad redshift range, result in an expected significant residual contamination from sources at redshifts broadly similar to the cluster (see tracks in Fig. 2 , as well as Fig.5 below) . This is accounted for by applying a residual statistical background subtraction using a ∼ 60 arcmin 2 control field in the CANDELS GOODS-S field discussed in Sec. 2.3, where we apply exactly the same color selections as we do for our candidate cluster member samples, as explained in full detail in Sec. 4.
In Fig. 3 we show the projected densities of cluster (candidate) members and interlopers resulting from the procedure described above. The figure shows projected densities for the two regions in each cluster used in the following analysis, the inner core region r < 0.45r 500 , and a larger region out to r < 0.7r 500 . Note that as the r < 0.45r 500 region is included in the r < 0.7r 500 , the respective measured densities shown in Fig. 3 are not independent. For comparison, we also show here the region corresponding to the annulus 0.45 < r/r 500 < 0.7, although given the expected more significant background contamination this annulus is not investigated in detail in the following. Note that both the r < 0.7r 500 and the outer annulus regions are not completely covered by our homogeneous catalogs, and also the inner r < 0.45r 500 region is affected by masked areas for SPT-CLJ2040 and SPT-CLJ0607 (Fig. 1) . In the analysis below we will correct for the uncovered portions of the probed regions assuming spherical symmetry (Sec. 3.1), but for the purpose of this figure we use densities computed in the actual covered area. The red-and blue-shade squares show, respectively, the galaxy projected number density for the samples of candidate members and interlopers as determined with the color selection described above. The filled circles show how these estimated member densities decrease, and interloper densities increase, after applying the statistical residual background subtraction described in Sec. 4, and are thus representative of the estimated actual densities of cluster members and interlopers. The blue line shows the average density of galaxies in the selected m140 range in the GOODS-S control field, where the thickness of the line shows the uncertainty on this average value. The light-blue shaded areas show, as an estimate of the variance on the scales of the considered cluster regions, the 16 th − 84 th percentile range of projected densities obtained at 100 random positions in the control field, within apertures of the same angular size as the adopted cluster regions.
The estimated density of interlopers for each cluster is consistent with being flat across the three (partially overlapping) samples at different clustercentric distances, with a marginal increase of the estimated interloper density towards the cluster center for SPT-CLJ0607 and SPT-CLJ2040 that is nevertheless still consistent with the outer value. In particular for SPT-CLJ2040, the interloper density tends to also be marginally higher than the typical expectations from the control field (Fig. 3 ). An interloper density higher than expected and, in particular, rising towards the cluster center, might indicate a misclassification of a fraction of candidate members as interlopers, possibly due to inaccurate IRAC fluxes because of contamination from bright neighbours, or biased color selection. Other explanations such as weak gravitational lensing magnification that is stronger in this cluster or a truly higher density of forebackground sources are also possible. Note that in this respect a very bright and extended foreground source lies along the line of sight very close to the center of SPT-CLJ2040.
If misclassification of candidate members as interlopers is indeed occurring, Fig. 3 provides an estimate of the incompleteness of the member sample. Assuming that the interloper density in the outer annulus is actually correct 3 , and that the interloper density is flat across the probed cluster field, we can estimate the expected number of interlopers in the cluster central fields (r/r 500 < 0.45, 0.7) from the interloper density in the outer annulus and the projected area of the central fields. By comparing this number to the number of actually identified interlopers in the central fields we can estimate how many cluster members were possibly misclassified as interlopers. This calculation yields an estimate of the completeness for the member sample in the r < 0.7r 500 region of 88% for SPT-CLJ0607, 93% for SPT-CLJ0446, 88% for SPT-CLJ2040, and 100% for SPT-CLJ0421 and SPT-CLJ0459. In the central r < 0.45r 500 region, the estimated completeness would be 83% for SPT-CLJ0607, 87% for SPT-CLJ0446, 82% for SPT-CLJ2040, and 100% for SPT-CLJ0421 and SPT-CLJ0459. Note that given the uncertainties (Fig. 3) , all samples are consistent with being formally 100% complete.
Color-magnitude diagrams
In Fig. 4 for each cluster we show a visualization of the background-subtracted color-magnitude diagram (see van der Burg et al. 2016 , for a detailed description of the basic approach adopted here). We start from a candidate cluster member sample, which is based on the color criteria discussed in Sec. 3.2, and a control field sample from the GOODS-S field (see Sec. 2.3) that is selected in the same manner, for use in correcting for residual background contamination affecting the color-selected candidate member sample. We subtract this residual background contamination as follows. For each galaxy in the candidate member sample, we calculate a "weight" that corresponds to the statistical excess of the candidate member sample over the control field density at the magnitude and colors of the given galaxy. All candidate member weights are initially set to 1, then for each galaxy in the control field sample we subtract the corresponding "background contamination" by appropriately reducing the weights of all candidate members that lie within a dis- The color distribution of background-subtracted and area-corrected cluster members (red points with error bars) down to the indicated m140 limit. The orange shaded area shows an estimate of the impact of cosmic variance on the scale of the cluster core field, as detailed in Sec. 6.1. The blue histograms show the color distribution (rescaled by total number of galaxies) in the control-field sample, using the same color selection as for cluster candidate members (light blue), or a photometric redshift selection within ±0.2 of the cluster redshift (darker blue). All clusters show a clear excess of red galaxies with respect to the field distribution. Panel c) : The estimated fraction of interlopers in the color-selected candidate member sample as a function of color (down to the indicated m140 limit), based on the weights in panel a. Contamination is low for RS galaxies but significant for blue galaxies. Error bars show binomial confidence intervals (1-σ) computed following Cameron et al. (2011) . tance in the color (m814-m140) -color (m140 -[3.6]) -magnitude (m140) space corresponding to their photometric uncertainties (1-σ), with a minimum distance of 0.3 mag, effectively corresponding to a smoothing of galaxy densities in the colorcolor-magnitude space. If no galaxies are found within this distance, we double the search distance, and then if necessary increase the search distance to 1.3× the distance to the closest galaxy. This approach effectively follows the procedure adopted in previous analyses (e.g., van der Burg et al. 2016; Strazzullo et al. 2016) , except that we apply the statistical background subtraction in magnitude-color-color rather than in magnitude-color space, and that we equally de-weight candidate members with similar color-color-magnitude rather than de-weighting the single candidate member closest in color-color-magnitude space to the given field galaxy. The adopted colors used for this statistical background subtraction are close to the restframe colors U-V, V-J, and so this statistical subtraction of the residual background contamination is expected to account for differences in specific star formation activity and dust attenuation (and thus also massto-light ratio) across galaxy populations better than a subtraction in color-magnitude space (see e.g., Sec. 6.2).
The result of this procedure is that in regions of the colorcolor-magnitude space that are more densely populated in the control field sample, the weights of candidate cluster members are more significantly reduced. At the end of the procedure, each galaxy in the candidate member sample has an associated weight corresponding to its statistical excess probability over the galaxy density in the control field at that location in color-colormagnitude space. We stress that, as this excess probability results from a statistical background subtraction, it does not translate into a membership probability on a single galaxy basis, and it is only meant to describe the contribution of cluster galaxies as a population across the color-color-magnitude space. Also note that the determination of the statistical background subtraction weight does not include any dependence on clustercentric distance. In Fig. 4 , candidate cluster members are shown as filled circles whose size scales with this weight.
Based on this residual background subtraction, we estimate a very low contamination (as expected) from fore/background galaxies in the red candidate member sample, but a nonnegligible contamination for blue galaxies, as shown in Fig. 4 (panels c). The statistical background subtraction weights described above allow us to properly account for this in the analyses described below.
Cluster redshift constraints
Out of five clusters in our sample, spectroscopic redshifts have been obtained for SPT-CLJ2040 and more recently for SPT-CLJ0607 (Bayliss et al. 2014; Khullar et al. 2018) . Future spectroscopic campaigns are planned for the remaining three clusters. The new observations presented in this work allow us to improve upon the originally published (Bleem et al. 2015) photometric redshifts of these systems, which were used for our sample definition. We employ both the red sequence color m814-m140, and the IRAC color [3.6]−[4.5], each offering a handle on the cluster redshift with different limitations.
The zeropoint and slope of the red sequence can be used to constrain the cluster redshift with fairly good accuracy up to z ∼ 1, and indeed this is the primary approach used for SPT clusters (Song et al. 2012; Bleem et al. 2015) . However, given the high redshifts of the clusters studied here, we need to consider the effect of different formation redshifts or formation histories, as shown, e.g., in Fig. 5 .
The [3.6]−[4.5] color used as a probe of the 1.6µm "stellar bump" (e.g., Sawicki 2002) is much less sensitive to star formation history, which is an advantage for use as a photometric redshift indicator (e.g., Sawicki 2002; Papovich 2008) . In spite of the small color range spanned by galaxy populations in [3.6]−[4.5] color with respect to colors probing the 4000Å break (see also Fig. 5) , the "stellar bump sequence" due to the very similar [3.6]−[4.5] colors of galaxies in a cluster has indeed been shown to be a potentially effective redshift indicator for distant clusters where the observed [3.6]−[4.5] color uniquely maps onto redshift (0.7 < z < 1.7 e.g., Muzzin et al. 2013c ). On the other hand, the small [3.6]−[4.5] color range makes this approach more sensitive to even small systematics in the color measurement (see Fig. 5 ), and the flattening of the [3.6]−[4.5] color vs. redshift at z ∼ 1.6 reduces its usefulness at the highredshift end of our sample.
To estimate cluster photometric redshifts, we identify a red galaxy sample by modeling the red peak in the color distribution with a Gaussian and selecting all galaxies within 3σ of the peak. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, here we only consider a F140W magnitude range where we can still measure the 1" aperture magni- tude in the F814W band with a S/N 5. This criterion, together with the high contrast of the red sequence over the field, makes our selection of the red sequence sample largely insensitive to the details in the adopted criteria, as well as to background contamination.
Although not necessarily required for a redshift estimate based on the [3.6]−[4.5] color, adopting the red-sequence sample allows us to use a cleaner, low-contamination sample of cluster galaxies, and to simultaneously model both the red-sequence (m814-m140 vs. m140) and [3.6]−[4.5] colors as a function of The m814-m140 color vs. stellar mass of candidate cluster members within r < 0.7r 500 . Symbol size and color reflect the statistical background subtraction weight as in Fig. 4 . The light-gray shading shows the stellar mass range below the mass completeness limit. Top panel: the quiescent fraction within r < 0.7r 500 at masses above the individual mass completeness limit of the cluster (red symbols, error bars show the width of the stellar mass bin and the 1-σ binomial confidence intervals, see Sec.6.3). Where applicable, red triangles show passive fractions assuming that all unclassified galaxies are quiescent (rather than all star-forming, see Sec. 6.2). Blue symbols show the quiescent fraction in the same stellar mass bins for photo-z and color-selected field samples as in Fig.4 , as indicated. All symbols are plotted at the median mass of the given sample. redshift in a consistent way. For the red-sequence color, we use RS models by Kodama & Arimoto (1997) . IRAC colors are derived using Bruzual & Charlot (2003) solar-metallicity SSP models. In the fit, we account for photometric uncertainties and allow for a variable intrinsic scatter in both the red sequence and stellar bump sequence. We account for uncertainties associated with the formation redshift z f of stellar populations in the red sample by adopting a flat prior on the formation time t f (the age of the Universe at redshift z f ) corresponding to the range 2 < z f < 5. The parameter space is explored with an MCMC approach, and for each cluster photometric redshift uncertainties are quoted after marginalization over all the other parameters. Figure 5 shows the derived redshift constraints together with the models used for the redshift estimation. The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows the expected (Kodama & Arimoto 1997 ) RS color at M * for different formation redshifts, and the measured RS color and redshift estimates for the full modeling (RS and IRAC color simultaneously, black symbols). As discussed above and as shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 , the expected [3.6]−[4.5] color range of the red sample for the different assumed formation redshifts is very small as compared to the corresponding expected range of RS colors. Considering the expected size of possible systematics on the IRAC zero-point, as well as the color difference between plausible models for red-sequence galaxies with different z f , and the fact that stellar population models are expected to have larger uncertainties in the restframe NIR, we also estimate the impact of a ±0.03 AB mag systematic bias on the expected (model) IRAC color. The resulting effect on the redshift estimates is also shown in Fig. 5 (white error bars in top panel). The bottom panel of Fig. 5 also shows for reference the constraints derived using only the RS or IRAC colors, respectively (blue and green symbols, as indicated). In particular, following results from previous investigations of the formation epoch of bright RS galaxies in massive clusters in this redshift range (e.g., Strazzullo et al. 2010; Andreon et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2016; Beifiori et al. 2017; Prichard et al. 2017) , the RS-only redshift estimate obtained assuming a formation redshift z f = 3 as typically suggested by such studies is explicitly marked in the figure. Fig. 7 : The adopted quiescent vs. star-forming galaxy classification. The observed m814-m140 vs. m140-[3.6] color-color diagram of candidate members (green points) is shown for all clusters in the r/r 500 < 0.7 region (the effective area covered for each cluster is indicated). The upper set of panels show m140-selected (not mass complete) candidate member samples (the mass completeness limit for each cluster is indicated). The lower set of panels show galaxies down to the common stellar mass completeness limit for all clusters, log(M/M )=10.85. Symbol size of green points scales with the statistical background-subtraction weights as in Fig. 4 . Symbol color scales with stellar mass as shown by the color bar. Empty symbols show points for which a m140-[3.6] color was inferred using the 4.5µm flux (see Sec. 6.2). Light red and blue squares show, respectively, UVJ-quiescent and UVJ-starforming galaxies from the control field sample with the same magnitude (top panels) or mass (bottom panels) threshold as candidate cluster members, and with a photometric redshift within ±0.1 from the cluster redshift. The thick light-gray line shows the adopted passive vs. star-forming separation in the observed m814-m140 vs m140-[3.6] color plane. For clusters without a final spectroscopic redshift confirmation (see Sec. 5), the thin dark-gray lines show the separation that would be adopted if assuming a redshift at the edges of the black+white error bars in Fig. 5 (top) .
The top panel of Fig. 5 shows the full-modeling redshift estimates (as in the bottom panel, black points) overplotted on the adopted model [3.6]−[4.5] color vs. redshift for different formation redshifts. For reference, the figure also shows (shaded area) the 16 th − 84 th percentile range of [3.6]−[4.5] color vs redshift for galaxies in the GOODS-S control field in the same m140 magnitude range adopted for the cluster samples (m140 23.5). Finally, in both panels we also show (red stars) the available spectroscopic redshifts for the clusters SPT-CLJ2040 (z = 1.478 Bayliss et al. 2014 ) and SPT-CLJ0607 (z = 1.401 Khullar et al. 2018) , and the current best estimate for SPT-CLJ0459 (see discussion below). Overall, Fig. 5 clearly shows the discussed limitations of the RS and IRAC colors as cluster redshift indicators in this redshift range, and in particular the redshift -formation epoch degeneracy for the RS color, and the lack of redshift sensitivity at z 1.6 for the IRAC color. At the same time, Fig. 5 shows to what extent we may improve cluster redshift constraints by combining both indicators.
All clusters' estimated redshifts are consistent with our initial z > 1.4 selection (Bleem et al. 2015) . As expected given the redshift distribution of massive clusters, most clusters lie at the low end of the probed z 1.4 range. The highest-redshift cluster is SPT-CLJ0459, with a photometric redshift z = 1.8
from the combined RS+IRAC color modeling. Modeling the red sequence and stellar bump colors independently yields two completely consistent redshift estimates placing SPT-CLJ0459 at 1.6 z 1.9 (Fig. 5 , z RS = 1.76
−0.17 , z IRAC = 1.81
−0.20 ). Given the mentioned limitations of the redshift estimates from RS and stellar bump colors in this redshift range (which indeed reflect in the quoted redshift uncertainties), we also note that modeling the RS color limiting the formation redshift range by plausibility arguments 4 to 2.5 ≤ z f ≤ 4 yields a redshift of 1.76 +0.14 −0.08 . An independent and fully consistent redshift estimate for SPT-CLJ0459 was also derived from the modeling of the 6.7 keV Fe-K emission line complex from Chandra observations (z = 1.84 ± 0.12, A. Mantz priv. comm., see also McDonald et al. 2017) , and has very recently been refined with new XMM observations to z = 1.72 ± 0.02 (preliminary, Mantz et al. in prep.) . The agreement between these independent estimates strongly suggests that SPT-CLJ0459 is not only the most distant cluster in the SPT-SZ survey, but also likely the most distant massive (M 500 > 10 14 M ) ICM-selected cluster discovered thus far, and one of only three known such massive systems at z > 1.7, irrespective of selection (Andreon et al. 2009 Stanford et al. 2012; Newman et al. 2014) . Given that the much tighter constraints derived from the XMM observations are fully consistent with results from our modeling, in the following we adopt for SPT-CLJ0459 a redshift of z = 1.72.
As shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1, for the two (or three, including SPT-CLJ0459) clusters for which a spectroscopic redshift is known, the photometric redshifts derived above are fully consistent (≤ 1σ with uncertainties from the default combined modeling) with the spectroscopic determination, suggesting a likely minor impact of the possible systematics on the redshifts of the two remaining clusters as well.
Galaxy populations in the central cluster region
Studies of (massive) galaxy populations in the field observe a significant drop in the fraction of passive galaxies beyond z ∼ 1.5 (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2013a; Ilbert et al. 2013) . As discussed in Sec. 1, the evolution of passive and star-forming galaxy populations in dense environments and in particular massive clusters is still debated. In this section we focus on the prevalence of massive quiescent galaxies in the central cluster regions. We first investigate the predominance of (optically) red galaxies in the cluster vs. control fields (Sec. 6.1). Because optical colors of massive star-forming galaxies are also significantly dust-reddened, it is important to investigate the nature of the stellar populations in massive red galaxies (Sec. 6.2), to properly estimate the relevance of the passive (vs. star-forming) population and to quantify the role of the cluster environment in suppressing star formation (Secs. 6.3, 7). Fig. 4 (panels a) shows the candidate member sample at r < 0.7r 500 in the color-magnitude diagram for each cluster (as described in Sec. 4). As a reference, the expected location of the red sequence (according to Kodama & Arimoto 1997) at the cluster redshifts derived in Section 5 is also shown, for different formation redshifts in the range 2 ≤ z f ≤ 5 (the z f = 2 model is not shown for SPT-CLJ0459 as it would correspond to a stellar population younger than ∼0.5 Gyr at the cluster redshift).
The red population
For each cluster, Fig. 4 (panels b) also shows the color distribution of cluster galaxies (red symbols), where candidate members are weighted according to the residual statistical background subtraction discussed in Sec. 4, as well as by the area coverage weight factor discussed in Sec. 3.1. To the extent that the control field is representative of the local cluster background and that there are no strong asymmetries around the cluster in galaxy population properties, the background and area coverage corrected color distributions in Fig. 4 will be representative of the actual cluster galaxy population within r < 0.7r 500 . As an estimate of the impact of cosmic variance on the scale of the probed cluster core field, the orange shaded area shows the 16 th −84 th percentile range of color distributions obtained by performing the residual statistical background subtraction (Sec. 4) considering, rather than the full control field, 100 fields of size r = 0.7r 500 located at random positions in the GOODS-S field.
For comparison, the figure also shows the color distribution of galaxies in the control field at similar redshift (blue histograms, scaled to the total number of galaxies in the background and area coverage corrected cluster sample). The darker blue histogram refers to a field sample selected by photometric redshifts within a range ±0.2 from the cluster redshift, and in the same m140 magnitude range as the candidate member sample. The lighter blue histogram refers instead to a field sample obtained with the same magnitude and color criteria as the candidate member sample.
For each clusters in our sample, a marked excess of red galaxies, typically in a tight color range (the intrinsic scatter Table 2 : The quiescent fraction (corrected for area coverage and background contamination) estimated for each cluster in the r < 0.45r 500 and r < 0.7r 500 regions, for stellar masses above the individual cluster mass completeness limit as well as the common limit of log(M/M )=10.85. For comparison, the quiescent fraction estimated down to the same stellar mass limits on the corresponding photo-z selected control field samples is also listed. The errors refer to 1-σ binomial confidence intervals. Where applicable, passive fractions determined assuming that all unclassified galaxies in the sample are quiescent (rather than all being star-forming, see Sec. 6.2) are shown in parentheses. in the observed m814-m140 color is in the range 0.1 ± 0.02 to 0.15 ± 0.04), makes the color distribution of cluster galaxies in the probed magnitude range clearly different from that of the field analogs.
The passive population
Figure 6 (bottom panel of each subfigure) shows the stellar mass vs. m814-m140 color diagram for candidate members of the five clusters, with the same symbol size and color coding as the color-magnitude diagrams in Fig. 4 . The massive cluster galaxy population is dominated by red sources, which may be due to older stellar populations of mostly quiescent galaxies, but also to higher dust attenuation of more massive star-forming galaxies (e.g., Garn & Best 2010; Pannella et al. 2015) .
To disentangle quiescent vs. dusty star-forming populations, we adopt an approximate version of the restframe U-V vs. V-J (hereafrer UVJ) color-color diagram (e.g., Labbé et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2009 ), which has been routinely used over the last decade for studying star-forming vs. quiescent populations up to high redshift. In Fig. 7 we show the m814-m140 vs. m140-[3.6] colors of candidate cluster members in all cluster fields. In the probed redshift range 1.4 z 1.8 the F814W, F140W and 3.6µm bands probe, respectively, the rest-frame ranges ∼ 2900 − 3400 Å , ∼ 5000 − 6000 Å , and ∼ 13000 − 15000 Å . In fact, these passbands were explicitly selected to approximate the restframe UVJ color diagram.
Green points in Fig. 7 show all candidate members, colorcoded by their estimated stellar mass, with point size scaling according to the statistical background subtraction weight determined in Sec. 4. As discussed in Sec. 4, although these weights do not directly translate into membership likelihood on a galaxyby-galaxy basis, the distribution of weights across the m814-m140-[3.6] diagram is expected to be representative of the cluster galaxy population.
All panels in Fig. 7 refer to the r < 0.7r 500 region. The (m140-selected) galaxy samples shown in the upper set of panels are not mass complete -the mass completeness limit is indicated in each panel. In the lower set of panels we only show cluster candidate members above a common mass completeness limit of log(M/M )>10.85, which is reached in the most distant cluster. Therefore, although most of the star-forming population (by number) falls below this mass threshold, the bottom panels show a more proper comparison of the relevance of the quiescent and star-forming components of massive galaxy populations across the different clusters in our sample, and with respect to the field, which is discussed in detail in Sections 6.3 and 7. Fig. 7 also shows the color-color criterion adopted to separate quiescent from star-forming galaxies (thick gray line), which was determined based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population models as described in Strazzullo et al. (2016) . The thin dark-gray lines show how the quiescent vs. star-forming separation would be displaced if the cluster redshift were moved at the edges of the white+black error bar range shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 . For reference, we show with light red (blue) squares field galaxies from the GOODS-S sample at similar redshift as the cluster, with the same magnitude (top panels) or mass (bottom panels) selection as candidate cluster members, and classified as quiescent (star-forming, respectively) based on their restframe UVJ colors. This confirms that our adopted color-color criterion is analogous to the usual UVJ classification in terms of selecting the same quiescent and star-forming sub-samples, and also visually confirms the locations in the color-color diagram of the quiescent and star-forming galaxy populations in the cluster fields with respect to a reference (field) population at the same redshift. A passive clump and a star-forming sequence consistent with the expected colors are indeed clearly visible in the color-color diagrams of all clusters. Fig. 8 : Quiescent fraction vs. m814-m140 color for red (m814-m140>1.5) galaxies in all five clusters (bluer galaxies are always classified as star-forming, see Fig. 7 ). Shaded histograms represent the color distribution of cluster galaxies as in Fig. 4 , arbitrarily rescaled. Empty and solid symbols show, respectively, quiescent fractions for the m140-selected and for the log(M/M )> 10.85 (common) mass complete samples. Error bars show binomial confidence intervals (1-σ). Color bins with < 2 galaxies are not shown. Fig. 9 : The projected distribution of candidate cluster members. All candidate members are shown regardless of their statistical background subtraction weight. The external symbol color scales with the m814-m140 color of each galaxy relative to the cluster RS color (see insert). The internal symbol color, in red/blue shade according to the galaxy classification as quiescent or starforming, scales with the reliability of this classification only accounting for the distance of the galaxy colors from the adopted selection dividing line and the relevant photometric errors. Symbol shape reflects the estimated Sersic index as indicated. Masked areas and regions deemed to be outside of our uniform coverage are gray shaded. The two circles show the limiting radii of the adopted cluster regions (r < 0.45r 500 , r < 0.7r 500 ).
In the following analysis, we classify as quiescent (starforming) sources falling in the upper-left (bottom-right, respectively) part of the diagram according to the color criterion shown in Fig.7 . Due to unreliable IRAC flux measurements for some sources (see Sec. 3), the m140-[3.6] color is not available for the full candidate member samples. The small fraction of sources for which we miss both IRAC fluxes (see Sec. 3) are not shown in this figure. However, we still show the very few sources for which we only have a 4.5µm flux measurement (empty circles), translating it to a 3.6µm magnitude using the average color of the IRAC sequence for the cluster's red galaxy sample (see Sec. 3.2). Furthermore, even where a 3.6µm flux measurement is not available, we classify as star-forming all galaxies having a m814-m140 color bluer than the blue color-selection cutoff. All sources that, after this procedure, still lack a quiescent/star-forming color classification, are conservatively considered as star-forming in the following. Depending on the cluster, these amount to 0-6% of the candidate member sample above the individual cluster mass completeness limit over the r < 0.7r 500 area. The effect of these unclassified sources on the main results of this work are shown in Table 2 and Figures 6, 10.
According to this color classification, the bulk of the red sequence population in the probed cluster central regions is indeed made of quiescent sources rather than very dusty star-forming galaxies, as shown more specifically in Fig. 8 . This is consistent with other studies in massive clusters at similar redshifts (e.g., Strazzullo et al. 2010; Newman et al. 2014; Andreon et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2016) . Figure 9 shows the projected distribution of candidate members in the cluster fields, summarizing their estimated properties as derived above, and highlighting the spatial concentration of massive red and quiescent galaxies.
The environmental quenching efficiency in the most massive distant cluster cores
In Figure 6 (top panels) we adopt for each galaxy the quiescent vs. star-forming classification discussed in Sec. 6.2, and the statistical background subtraction and area coverage weights, to compute for each cluster the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass. These fractions are shown for each cluster down to its individual mass completeness limit, dividing for each cluster the masscomplete candidate member sample in two mass bins with approximately the same number of galaxies (stellar mass bins are not the same for different clusters). The quiescent fraction of the matched field control sample (photo-z or color-selected, analogous to Fig. 4 ) is also shown. The quiescent fraction of cluster galaxies within r < 0.45r 500 (dark red) and r < 0.7r 500 (light red) above the common mass completeness limit log(M/M )>10.85. Error bars account for uncertainties in the quiescent/star-forming classification as described in Sec. 6.3. Blue symbols show the passive fraction in corresponding photo-z selected control field samples (see Sec. 6.3) . Large empty blue squares show values from the COSMOS field (see text). Bottom: The environmental quenching efficiency as derived from cluster and field quiescent fractions in the top panel. Color coding reflects the top panel. In both panels, thick shaded bars show passive fractions and environmental quenching efficiencies down to the mass completeness limit of each cluster (these cannot be properly compared across different clusters). In both panels empty triangles show, where applicable, the passive fraction and derived quenching efficiency assuming that galaxies lacking a quiescent/star-forming classification are all quiescent (rather than all star-forming, see Sec. 6.2, Tab. 2).
Fig. 6 thus clearly shows that the massive population is in fact dominated by quiescent galaxies rather than very dusty starforming sources, and generally especially so at higher stellar masses, as expected from previous work up to this redshift in both clusters and average density fields. Fig. 6 also shows that the quiescent fraction in the probed cluster region is typically higher than in the field at the same redshift for all clusters and in all stellar mass bins shown, although there are variations across different clusters and different mass bins. Table 2 summarizes the quiescent fraction measurements described above, showing the quiescent fraction down to the common (log(M/M ) > 10.85) and individual stellar mass completeness limits (filled and empty symbols, respectively), for both the r < 0.45r 500 and r < 0.7r 500 regions (darker and lighter red symbols, respectively). The blue symbols show the quiescent fraction to the same mass limits for the photo-z selected field samples in the control field. With the (mild) exception of cluster SPT-CLJ2040 (whose central region is affected by masking of a significant area very close to the cluster center, see Fig. 1 ), the quiescent fraction within r < 0.45r 500 is higher than within r < 0.7r 500 , as observed in lower redshift clusters as well as at least in most massive clusters at z ∼ 1.5 (e.g., Strazzullo et al. 2010; Newman et al. 2014; Andreon et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2016 , and more references in Sec. 1 also for lower-mass systems).
The comparison of the quiescent fraction in the cluster f q,cl and control field f q, f ld can be directly translated into the so-called environmental quenching efficiency f q,cl − f q, f ld / 1 − f q, f ld , which is the fraction of galaxies that would be star-forming in the field and that instead have had their star formation suppressed by the cluster environment (e.g., van den Bosch et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2012; Wetzel et al. 2012; Balogh et al. 2016; Nantais et al. 2017) . This conversion is shown in Fig. 10 , where the top panel shows the quiescent fraction for the five clusters and their matched photo-z selected field samples, and the bottom panel shows the corresponding environmental quenching efficiencies. Filled red circles show the passive fractions and quenching efficiencies within r < 0.45r 500 and r < 0.7r 500 computed down to the common stellar mass completeness limit of the full sample. For reference we also show the corresponding measurements down to the individual mass completeness limit of each cluster (thick shaded bars, these cannot be properly compared across different clusters due to the different stellar mass limits). In contrast with Fig. 6 and Table 2 , the error bars reported in Fig. 10 show the impact on the estimated quiescent fraction of uncertainties in the source photometry and in the definition of the passive color selection region. The quoted cluster passive fractions and related uncertainties in Fig. 10 correspond to the median and 16 th − 84 th percentile range of 1000 realizations obtained by randomly shifting the m814, m140, [3.6] photometry of each candidate member according to a Gaussian with σ given by the source photometric uncertainties, and randomly offsetting the borders of the color selection by ±0.1 mag (see for comparison Fig. 7) . The quoted passive fractions and uncertainties for the corresponding field samples are the median and 16 th − 84 th percentile range of 1000 bootstraps on the photo-z and mass selected field samples. Correspondingly, the quoted values and uncertainties for the environmental quenching efficiency in the bottom panel show the median and 16 th −84 th percentile range of environmental quenching efficiencies obtained for each cluster from the different 1000 realizations for both cluster and field samples. In the top panel of Fig. 10 , large empty blue squares show for comparison the passive fraction in the ∼1.6 deg 2 COSMOS/UltraVISTA field, estimated for log(M/M )>10.85 galaxies with photo-z within ±0.15 from the clusters' redshift, based on the Muzzin et al. (2013b) catalogs and the Williams et al. (2009) UVJ classification. Although, due to the available data, we cannot reproduce the analysis as described in this work on the COSMOS field, the passive fractions estimated in the smaller GOODS-S field are still representative of analogous measurements in the significantly larger COSMOS survey.
6.4. Is this sample really unbiased with respect to galaxy population properties?
As mentioned in Section 1, the SZE cluster selection is approximately a halo mass selection with no a-priori dependence on cluster galaxy properties. However, given the high star formation rates observed in some clusters in this redshift range, we need to examine the possibility that mm-wave emission produced by high levels of star formation may offset the SZE decrement, thus effectively resulting in a biased cluster sample disfavoring systems with low quiescent fractions. A general modeling of the effect of increased star formation rates at high redshift on cluster SZE detection will be presented elsewhere. We focus here on the potential impact of mm-wave emission from star formation on the SZE selection of the five clusters studied here. In particular, we seek to quantify the potential selection bias that could impact our conclusions about quiescent fractions and environmental quenching efficiencies for the broader, massive cluster populations in this redshift range. We start from the measured quiescent fractions within r < 0.45r 500 , and consider whether these five clusters (or more generally clusters of similar mass and richness as those in this sample) would still be in our sample if their quiescent fractions were lower than we observe. We describe our modeling in full detail in Appendix A, summarizing here the adopted approach, assumptions and results.
For each cluster, we start from our mass complete sample of cluster members within r < 0.45r 500 and their quiescent vs. starforming classification, and assume that all star-forming cluster galaxies form stars at the same Main Sequence (MS, e.g., Elbaz et al. 2011 ) rate of their field analogs (and that quiescent galaxies have a negligible star formation rate, SFR). This gives an estimate of the total SFR of cluster galaxies above mass completeness at r < 0.45r 500 (see Appendix A). To account for the contribution of galaxies below our mass completeness limit, we further assume that (see Sec. A.1): 1) the cluster galaxy stellar mass function is to first order the same as in the field at the cluster redshift;
2) the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass of cluster galaxies can be modeled starting from our measured quiescent fraction at high stellar masses and the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass observed in the field at the cluster redshift.
For each cluster in our sample, we thus obtain an estimate of the total SFR within r < 0.45r 500 . We finally estimate the SFR contribution from cluster galaxies at r > 0.45r 500 by assuming an NFW (Navarro et al. 1997 ) galaxy number density profile, and a quiescent fraction vs. clustercentric radius profile determined based on the measured quiescent fraction at r < 0.45r 500 and on the corresponding field value at the cluster redshift (see Sec. A.2).
In practice, in the adopted assumptions and given a quiescent fraction at r < 0.45r 500 above the mass completeness limit, our modeling yields a SFR density profile of cluster galaxies (see Sec. A.3) , that can be translated into flux density maps at 95 and 150 GHz assuming an appropriate flux density to SFR conversion (see Sec. A.4). If we consider the actually measured quiescent fraction at r < 0.45r 500 , such modeling provides an estimate of the contamination of the observed SZE signal from mmwave emission of star-forming cluster galaxies. If instead we consider a lower quiescent fraction at r < 0.45r 500 , such modeling yields an estimate of the additional contamination from mm-wave emission that would be further reducing the SZE signal if the star-forming galaxy fraction were higher than actually measured.
We estimate such additional contamination as a function of the r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction above mass completeness, for quiescent fraction values down to the field level at the cluster redshift (see Sec. A.3). We then add the derived additional flux density profile at 95 and 150 GHz to the observed 95 and 150 GHz maps of the cluster, and estimate the S/N of the resulting SZE detection (see Sec. A.4). Figure 11 shows this retrieved S/N for all five clusters as a function of the assumed r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction above mass completeness, from the actual measured value down to the field value appropriate for the cluster redshift and mass completeness limit. To show the approximate sensitivity of this result to the assumed SFR to 95/150 GHz flux density conversion, the figure shows the S/N obtained with both the adopted MS SEDs (Béthermin et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2018) used to convert the SFR density profile into 95 and 150 GHz flux density maps. On the other hand, the figure shows the most conservative result (that is, producing lower S/N ratios) with respect to the modeling of the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass (see Sec. A.4).
In summary, Fig. 11 shows that, as expected, the lower the quiescent fraction the lower the S/N with which we retrieve the cluster SZE detection. However, although this modeling clearly relies on the several assumptions discussed above and in full detail in Appendix A, it shows that at face value all five clusters would have still been included in our S/N> 5 sample even if their central quiescent fraction were significantly lower than what we observe, and at least down to the field level (that is, even if the environmental quenching efficiency were actually zero).
A full modeling of the impact of star formation in cluster galaxies on cluster SZE detection for a range of cluster masses and as a function of redshift, also considering in particular the possibility of a bias on inferred galaxy population properties coming from cluster selection, will be discussed in a future work. Nonetheless, from the modeling presented here we conclude that this sample is not significantly biased by cluster selection in terms of galaxy population properties, and that thus the high quiescent fractions observed in these clusters should be considered as representative of the properties of galaxy clusters in this mass and redshift range.
Discussion and conclusions
This work presents first results from a study of galaxy populations in the five highest redshift (1.35 z 1.75) massive clusters that were selected from the 2500 deg 2 SPT-SZ survey via their SZE signatures. As has been shown in previous work (e.g., Bleem et al. 2015; de Haan et al. 2016) , the SPT-SZ selection produces a roughly mass limited sample of clusters over the (z 0.2) redshift range where these systems exist. Importantly, the selection is based on the integrated pressure within the ICM, and therefore -to first order-is not impacted by the galaxy populations. For the specific clusters studied here, based on the analysis discussed in Sec. 6.4, even a passive fraction as low as that measured in the field at these redshifts would not have impacted their selection.
Furthermore, as discussed in Section 1, our z 1.4, S/N>5 sample is expected to probe the M 500 > 2.74 × 10 14 M , z > 1.4 galaxy cluster population with a completeness of ∼ 70%. Sample incompleteness is caused by scatter in the SZE observable-mass relation, and this comes from both the measurement noise in the extraction of the SZE observable from the mm-wave maps (20% for a S/N=5 cluster) and the intrinsic scatter in the noisefree SZE observable at fixed mass (empirically estimated to be 20 ± 7%; de Haan et al. 2016) . These two sources of scatter com- Fig. 11 : The retrieved S/N of the cluster SZE detection obtained as a function of the r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction, from the observed value down to the field level at the cluster redshift and mass completeness, according to the modeling in Sec. 6.4. For each cluster, the S/N is shown for both MS SEDs adopted to convert SFRs to 95, 150 GHz fluxes, as indicated. The gray line marks the S/N>5 limit of our original sample selection. According to the modeling in Sec. 6.4, all five clusters would have been included in our S/N>5 sample even if environmental quenching were negligible. bine to ∼ 28%, which in combination with the mass trend parameter B SZ ∼ 1.6 of the SZE observable mass relation results in a ∼20% mass scatter at fixed observable and redshift. Interesting for our study is to understand the significance of the contribution of contaminating flux from star formation to this scatter. With a large volume hydrodynamical simulation, Gupta et al. (2017b) estimate a scatter in SZE integrated Compton Y 500 at fixed mass of ∼13.5% at M 500 = 3 × 10 14 M . This scatter, due to variation in cluster morphology and large scale structure projected onto the cluster line of sight, is the dominant source of intrinsic scatter in the SZE observable-mass relation. The contribution to the scatter due to high frequency cluster radio galaxies is estimated to be marginal (∼3% Gupta et al. 2017a) . When added in quadrature, these components of the scatter correspond roughly to 24% scatter in the observable at fixed mass. From Fig. 11 we can estimate the scatter due to contamination from star forming cluster galaxies at these cluster masses and redshifts to be <5% (<10% with the more conservative assumption on the mm-wave SED). These are likely upper limits, because they are calculated in the limit of zero environmental quenching even in the cluster center (Sec. 6.4). At these levels, the contaminating flux from star formation is expected to play a lesser role in comparison to the dominant sources of scatter. Therefore, with our current estimates, the expected 30% incompleteness in our sample can be no more than marginally correlated with the star formation properties of cluster galaxies. Following the discussions above, we conclude that the galaxy population properties we report here should be representative of the populations in massive clusters in this redshift range.
This study is based on deep imaging follow-up of the clusters in four broad bands (F814W and F140W from HST, 3.6µm and 4.5µm from Spitzer). Additional imaging has been acquired on part of this sample (in particular with HST, within the See Change program, and Cycle 24 GO-14677 program (PI Schrabback) for weak lensing analyses), and will be used in future investigations. However, the work presented here completely relies on homogeneous, four band photometry across the full sample, and may be considered as a field-test of the minimal requirements adopted in designing our follow-up program to study cluster galaxy populations at this redshift.
Clusters in this mass and redshift range are exceedingly rare. Thus, although the current sample is very small for statistical purposes, this work is still the first "sample study" of quiescent fractions and environmental quenching efficiency in such massive, distant clusters.
The cluster redshifts estimated from red sequence and IRAC colors (Section 5) are consistent with the original redshift selection (z > 1.4) of this sample from the Bleem et al. (2015) catalog, and with the existing spectroscopic redshift determinations (Bayliss et al. 2014; Khullar et al. 2018) . Cluster SPT-CLJ0459 seems to be not only the most distant cluster found in the SPT-SZ survey but likely the most distant ICM-selected massive cluster found to date, and among the very few extremely massive systems known near z ∼ 2, irrespective of their selection (Andreon et al. 2009; Newman et al. 2014; Stanford et al. 2012; Brodwin et al. 2016 ).
Derived galaxy population properties and comparison with previous work
All clusters in this sample show a very strong galaxy concentration near the position of the SPT detection ( Fig. 1) , with the exception of SPT-CLJ0607, which has a seemingly milder/less concentrated galaxy overdensity at least in the probed magnitude range. All clusters show an excess of red galaxies with respect to similarly selected field galaxy samples at the same redshift, with colors consistent with evolved stellar populations formed at z > 2 (Section 4). According to the adopted UV J-like color classification, the bulk of the massive red galaxy population within r < 0.7r 500 consists of quiescent galaxies rather than very dusty star-forming sources. Quiescent fractions above the common mass completeness limit log(M/M )>10.85 are in the range ∼ 60−90% ( 80% within r < 0.45r 500 ), compared to field levels of ∼ 50 − 60% above the same stellar mass limit and across the probed redshift range (Sections 6.2, 6.3). The higher passive fractions in clusters relative to the field translate into environmental quenching efficiencies of typically ∼ 0.50 − 0.70 at r < 0.7r 500 with the exception of SPT-CLJ0607, and ∼ 0.5 − 0.9 at r < 0.45r 500 . This level of environmental quenching efficiency is comparable to that observed in cluster cores at z ∼ 1 (for a similar stellar mass threshold, e.g., Muzzin et al. 2012) , and already close to that observed in the densest environments in the nearby Universe (e.g., Peng et al. 2012; Raichoor & Andreon 2014) . The observed variations between clusters (see Figures 6 and 10, and Table 2 ), particularly with reference to SPT-CL0607, may suggest a possibly non negligible range of quiescent fractions or especially environmental quenching efficiencies even among clusters of similar halo mass and similar redshift (see also related findings from Nantais et al. 2017 , as also discussed below). However, given the small cluster sample size and the uncertainties on the environmental quenching efficiency of individual clusters, it is not possible to draw firm conclusions.
We note though that SPT-CLJ0459, in spite of being the most distant cluster in the sample, still shows a quiescent fraction of 0.8 in the probed mass range and cluster region, close to the striking value observed in JKCS 041 at z=1.8 Andreon et al. 2014) . As already discussed above, cluster selection bias -that could be considered in the case of JKCS 041, which was indeed selected as an overdensity of red sources -is not relevant for this sample. Finally, as described in Sec. 6.2, the quoted quiescent fractions are formally lower limits in the sense that galaxies redder than the color selection blue cutoff without a reliable IRAC flux measurement cannot be classified as quiescent or star-forming based on our criteria, and are conservatively considered as star-forming. In the case of SPT-CLJ0459, the fraction of candidate members without a quiescent/star-forming classification and above the mass completeness limit is 5% at r < 0.7r 500 , and 10% at r < 0.45r 500 . Figures 6, 10 and Table 2 also show for reference the impact of unclassified galaxies on the measured quiescent fractions, when assuming they are all quiescent rather than all star-forming.
Although high quiescent fractions in cluster central regions are the obvious expectation at z 1, several studies (see Sec. 1) have reported high fractions of star forming galaxies even in cluster cores at z 1.4. Some mid-IR and far-IR based studies of IR-selected cluster samples (Brodwin et al. 2013; Alberts et al. 2016 ) have shown a star-forming fraction for z 1.4 clusters at clustercentric radii < 0.5 Mpc consistent with or even higher than field levels. Although our probed r < 0.7r 500 areas are comparable to r < 0.5 Mpc (our corresponding clustercentric radius is on average 430 kpc, ranging from 390 to 460 kpc), given the high mass of our clusters compared to the typically lower masses (≈ 10 14 M ) of clusters in the IR-selected samples, the area we probe corresponds to a more central region with respect to the cluster virial radius. In addition, the selection of the galaxy samples in our work differs from that in the mentioned studies. Nevertheless, the results of our analysis do not generally lend support to the view that z 1.4 corresponds to an era before significant quenching in cluster cores, at least for clusters as massive as those studied here.
It is also conceivable-perhaps even expected-that galaxy population properties depend on cluster mass and assembly history (see e.g., discussion in Nantais et al. 2017 , and references therein), with more massive clusters typically hosting more evolved populations (see e.g., Balogh et al. 2016 , for a study of clusters and groups at z ∼ 1). Indeed, JKCS 041 at z=1.8 (as mentioned above, Andreon et al. 2009 Andreon et al. , 2014 Newman et al. 2014) and XMMU J2235-2557 at z=1.39 (Mullis et al. 2005; Rosati et al. 2009; Strazzullo et al. 2010) are two examples of very massive clusters bracketing the redshift range probed here, and both show strongly suppressed star formation in their core. On the other hand, the far-IR based work of Santos et al. (2015) indicates significant star formation activity in the inner r < 250 kpc core of the very massive cluster XDCP J0044.0-2033 at z=1.58 (Santos et al. 2011; Tozzi et al. 2015) , with a star formation rate approaching 2000 M /yr just accounting for three Herschel-detected ULIRGs associated with massive cluster members. Thus, it is not clear that what we are seeing is a simple cluster mass dependence of the quiescent fraction.
In the recent work by Nantais et al. (2017) , the evolution of the environmental quenching efficiency at z ∼ 0.9 to 1.6 was investigated with a sample of red-sequence selected (SpARCS, Wilson et al. 2009 ) clusters. They measure quiescent fractions within a clustercentric radius of 1 Mpc which are very close to the field level, resulting in an environmental quenching efficiency consistent with zero, although the authors note that there is considerable dispersion in environmental quenching efficiencies of different clusters in their z ∼ 1.6 sample (three clusters), larger than in any of their lower-redshift samples. For reference, tentative masses from velocity dispersions of the z ∼ 1.6 clusters in Nantais et al. (2017) are estimated to be of order 0.4 − 2.4 × 10 14 M (Lidman et al. 2012) . The very low quenching efficiency they measure at z ∼ 1.6 makes for a significant drop from the ∼0.6 and 0.7 values measured at z ∼1.3 and 0.9, respectively, from which Nantais et al. (2017) conclude that environmental quenching in clusters is a relatively subdominant process earlier than z ∼ 1.5, and then rapidly rises, increasing its relevance up to z ∼ 1. We note that the clustercentric radius of our probed region is significantly smaller than 1 Mpc (∼ r 200 for our clusters), and we clearly expect quiescent fractions to decrease at increasing clustercentric distance. This complicates any quantitative comparison of our current results with Nantais et al. (2017) . Nonetheless, we must conclude that environmental quenching efficiency seems to be significantly larger than zero in the cluster central regions, at least in the approximately halo mass selected z 1.4 sample we have studied here.
Future directions
Obvious future directions for this study involve at least two aspects. First, obtaining an accurate measurement of the star formation rate in the cluster core with tracers not biased by dust attenuation remains critical. Our current data do not allow us to estimate star formation rates -especially for red sources -with any reasonable accuracy. Although the classification of quiescent and star-forming galaxies based on the adopted color criterion seems to be well-behaved with respect to separation of the quiescent and star-forming sequences, and to match well with expectations based on equivalent galaxy samples in the control field, the ultimate confirmation that these environments are already so efficiently quenched remains with direct dust-unbiased star formation rate measurements, especially given the mid-/far-IR based results mentioned above. The cluster sky locations and needed sensitivity place limits on the possible choice of instruments for such observations to JWST, ALMA, or SKA pathfinders.
Second, an extension of this analysis out to the virial radius and even beyond would allow us to probe the relevance and timescales of environmental effects in suppressing star formation as galaxies are accreted by the clusters. We stress again that the accurate knowledge of cluster masses, and thus of their virial radii, allows us to consider meaningful apertures for comparing quenching efficiencies across different clusters. This is obviously crucial when studying any property that exhibits a radial dependence.
Ultimately, larger well-defined cluster samples at redshifts well beyond z ∼ 1 and up to z 2 over a range of halo masses still remain a critical missing piece in defining a quantitative picture of early-time environmental effects on galaxy evolution in the first clusters. New and upcoming surveys, notably SPTpol (Austermann et al. 2012) , SPT-3G (Benson et al. 2014) , Advanced ACTPOL (Thornton et al. 2016 ) and eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012) , will contribute to shaping our view in the near future, in preparation for the next generation of distant cluster surveys. Appendix A: Modeling of mm-wave emission from star-forming cluster galaxies and its effect on SZE detection and completeness of this cluster sample
We describe here in detail the modeling outlined in Sec. 6.4, devised to investigate a possible bias of this cluster sample against clusters with higher star-forming galaxy fractions. For each cluster, from the background subtracted and area weighted mass complete sample of cluster members we first estimate the total SFR in the r < 0.45r 500 region above the mass completeness limit, by assuming that all galaxies classified as star forming with our color criterion (Sec. 6.2) are forming stars at the Main Sequence (MS, e.g., Elbaz et al. 2011) rate. We adopt the MS modeling of Schreiber et al. (2015) , which includes bending at high stellar masses; adopting a straight MS modeling as from e.g., Sargent et al. (2014) would produce here only marginal differences. No contribution to the SFR is considered from galaxies classified as quiescent.
A.1. Contribution of cluster galaxies below the mass completeness limit
We then estimate the star formation rate contribution from cluster galaxies below the mass completeness limit and down to M = 10 8 M by assuming: 1) that the shape of the galaxy stellar mass function in clusters is to first order the same as in the field at the same redshift (but see e.g., van der Burg et al. 2013 ). We adopt the Muzzin et al. (2013a) stellar mass functions.
2) the Schreiber et al. (2015) MS SFR for all star-forming galaxies depending only on their stellar mass. We neglect here (as above for the total SFR estimate of the mass complete sample) modeling the intrinsic scatter of the MS as we are averaging over the full star-forming galaxy population to obtain total star formation rates for the whole cluster galaxy sample. On the other hand, we also neglect to model non-MS populations: all galaxies classified as quiescent are assumed to have a negligible SFR, and we neglect the minority population (∼ 2% by number) of starbursts, estimated to contribute < 10 − 15% of the star formation rate density (in the field, at this redshift) (e.g., Rodighiero et al. 2011; Sargent et al. 2012) . In this respect, we note though that the possible relevance to the mm-wave emission contamination of the higher SFRs of the small fraction of starburst galaxies is reduced by their different SED: according to Béthermin et al. (2012 Béthermin et al. ( , 2015 SEDs, the 150 GHz (95 GHz) flux of a starburst galaxy 6× above the MS is within a factor 2-3 ( 3 − 4) of the flux of a MS galaxy of the same stellar mass.
3) that the quiescent fraction at stellar masses below our mass completeness limit can be estimated from our measured quiescent fraction with the following approach. We start from the Muzzin et al. (2013a) estimate of the quiescent fraction as a function of stellar mass in the field at the cluster redshift. Since above the mass completeness limit we observe higher quiescent fractions than in the field, we model the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass for cluster galaxies in two ways, both sketched in Figure A. 1. The first approach assumes that mass and environment quenching are separable, and following Peng et al. (2010) we estimate the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass as f q = m + ρ − m × ρ , with m and ρ the mass and environmental quenching efficiencies, respectively. As an estimate of m , we take the field quiescent fraction of Muzzin et al. (2013a, which indeed drops to very low values at low masses at the clusters' redshift, so that it can be interpreted to first approximation as a mass quenching efficiency if considering the "reference" mass where no mass quenching occurs below 10 9 M ). As an estimate of ρ we adopt the environmental quenching efficiency measured for each given cluster in Sec. 6.3 (again, this assumes that mass and environmental quenching are completely separable and thus that the environmental quenching efficiency is independent of stellar mass, but see e.g., Kawinwanichakij et al. 2017 , for contrasting results on this assumption at this redshift). This gives us the adopted passive fraction vs. mass from the first approach, labeled as (1) in Fig. A.1 .
The second approach just rescales the field quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass by multiplying it by the ratio of the measured quiescent fraction in the cluster (from Sec. 6.3) and in the field (from Muzzin et al. 2013a) above the mass completeness limit of the given cluster. This second approach produces by definition the same quiescent fraction above mass completeness, but considerably lower quiescent fractions at lower stellar masses, quickly approaching the field levels rather than reaching the passive fraction plateau determined by the assumed environmental quenching efficiency in the first approach. This second approach is labeled (2) in Fig. A.1 . By definition, both approaches reproduce the assumed field quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass when the passive fraction in the mass complete sample of cluster galaxies is taken to be the same as in the field.
We believe that these two approaches reasonably bracket the plausible range of passive fraction vs. stellar mass. Figure A. 2 presents a test of both approaches against the passive fraction vs. stellar mass observed in z ∼ 1 clusters from van der Burg et al. (2013) . We simulate our modeling by considering from these data the quiescent fraction in two mass complete samples with log(M/M )>10.7,10.9, and estimating the passive fraction at lower masses with the two approaches described above. As Fig. A.2 shows, the first approach (1) based on the separable environmental and mass quenching efficiencies reproduces a quiescent fraction vs. mass in much better agreement with the observed trend than the second approach. We thus mostly focus in the following analysis on the passive fraction vs. stellar mass from the first aproach. We also stress that, for the purpose of this Section, this is a conservative choice as explained below.
For each cluster in our sample, we thus obtain an approximate estimate of the total SFR within the r < 0.45r 500 region by adding up the estimated MS SFRs of all (background subtraction and area coverage weighted) candidate members classified as star forming, and the estimated SFR of cluster galaxies below the mass completeness limit described above.
A.2. Contribution of cluster galaxies at r > 0.45r 500 We estimate the total SFR density profile of the cluster beyond r = 0.45r 500 by assuming a NFW (Navarro et al. 1997) galaxy The assumed radial profile of the quiescent fraction above mass completeness. In the three panels a green circle highlights a given clustercentric distance, and thus quiescent fraction value. Based on these values, the corresponding middle panels show the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass as estimated with both approaches described in Sec. 6.4 (red, orange lines). The blue line shows the quiescent fraction vs. mass in the field at the cluster redshift. The corresponding bottom panels show the overall contribution of galaxies above a given stellar masses to the total SFR density at the given clustercentric distance assuming the quiescent fraction vs. mass from the middle panels (see Sec. 6.4). number density profile (normalised to the r < 0.45r 500 region 5 ) with concentration according to Duffy et al. (2008) , and a quiescent fraction profile determined as follows.
We start from a red fraction profile determined from the stacked total and red galaxy projected number density profiles completeness, we thus derive for each cluster a SFR projected density profile ( Figure A.3, bottom panels) .
A.3. Modeling of the total cluster SFR vs. quiescent fraction
To carry out a first-order investigation of how much the cluster SZE detection would be affected by a quiescent fraction lower than what observed, we then reduce in the modeling above the quiescent fraction above mass completeness in the r < 0.45r 500 region, to progressively lower values down to the corresponding quiescent fraction in the field at the cluster redshift, and compute the SFR density profile of the cluster for the given r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction.
Figures A.1 and A.3 show an actual example of the overall derivation based on the cluster SPT-CLJ0459. The top panels of Fig. A.1 show the adopted radial profile of the quiescent fraction above mass completeness for the measured value of the r < r 500 quiescent fraction (black line). The green circles highlight three radii -and thus three values of the quiescent fraction above mass completeness -for which the middle and bottom panels present, respectively, the modeling of the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass with both approaches described above, and the corresponding inferred contribution of galaxies of different stellar mass to the total SFR density at the given clustercentric distance. Fig. A.3 shows instead the modeling of the SFR density profile for three different values assumed for the r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction above mass completeness: the actually observed one (left panels), the field quiescent fraction (right), and an intermediate value (middle). For each of these, the top panels show the radial profile of the quiescent fraction above mass completeness derived as described above (black line). For comparison, the red dotted line shows the predicted passive fraction of the whole cluster galaxy population above mass completeness out to a given clustercentric distance. The middle panels show, for the assumed total projected galaxy number density profile above mass completeness (black), the star-forming galaxy projected density profile (blue, also at M>M compl ) obtained for the quiescent fraction profile in the corresponding top panel. Finally, the bottom panels show the corresponding predicted SFR projected density profile obtained with the described modeling for both estimated of the quiescent fraction vs stellar mass (solid lines, color coding as in Fig. A.1) . Note that in fact we consider that the actual SZE measurement of the cluster is indeed affected by some amount of contamination from star formation in cluster galaxies, corresponding to the star forming galaxy fraction actually observed. Decreasing the r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction increases the contamination of the cluster SZE signal from mm-wave emission due to star formation, and we estimate this additional contamination (dashed/dotted lines, labeled as "additional SFR density profile" in the bottom panels Fig. A.3) as the difference between the SFR density profiles estimated with the assumed quiescent fraction and with the actually measured one.
A.4. Modeling of the S/N of the SZE detection vs. quiescent fraction
We translate this additional SFR projected density profile into flux density maps at 95 and 150 GHz assuming the MS SEDs from either Béthermin et al. (2015) or Schreiber et al. (2018) . We then add these additional flux density maps to the observed 95 and 150 GHz maps of the cluster and re-analyse the resulting maps with the same filtering procedure used to detect clusters in the SPT-SZ survey (Bleem et al. 2015) , estimating a S/N for the resulting SZE detection. Figure 11 shows this retrieved S/N as a function of the assumed r < 0.45r 500 quiescent fraction above mass completeness, down to the field value appropriate for the cluster redshift and mass completeness limit. The figure shows the S/N obtained with both the adopted MS SEDs, and for the main adopted approach (1) for estimating the quiescent fraction vs. stellar mass below the mass completeness limit. The other approach (2) resulting in comparatively higher starforming fractions below the mass completeness limit (Fig. A.1 ), produces even higher predicted S/N due to the smaller difference in SFR between the observed and reduced quiescent fraction cases. Further discussion of Fig. 11 and derived conclusions are presented in Section 6.4. . The dotted red line shows the passive fraction of the full mass complete sample out to the given clustercentric radius. Middle panels show the projected galaxy number density profile above mass completeness (black), and the derived profiles of star-forming and quiescent galaxies (blue and red) given the quiescent fraction profile in the corresponding top panel. Bottom panels show the corresponding projected SFR density profiles, derived with the two models of passive fraction vs. stellar mass as indicated (solid lines). Dashed/dotted lines show the additional SFR density profile over the prediction for the actually observed quiescent fraction (see text). Inserts show the corresponding cumulative SFR as a function of clustercentric radius.
